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design is my

We all need a way to express our ideas, 
tell stories and advocate for what we 
believe in.  It is through design that I find 
my voice and ability to make change.
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-Vincent Van Gogh

Through bringing different 
voices and ideas together, I 
believe that great design and 
change can  be made. Each 
project within this portfolio is 
a synthesis of processes and

inspirations. My designs strive 
to connect  with humans, 
create a unique experience and 
star t a narrative around many 
important issues, whether they 
be social or environmental.  
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great things are done by a series of 
small things brought together. 

“
”
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Located in the West End near English Bay, the Light Forest seeks to bring 
light and life to Vancouver even on the darkest days.  The first resident of the 
West End, John Morton, lived for many years in great isolation and loneliness 

within the shadows of Vancouver’s rainforest. His hope was to transform the 
region into something brighter for future generations. Inspired by his story, 
this park seeks to bring this light to the West End community.

The Light Forest

UBC Studio Project:  Park redesign, 2015 
Location: Morton Park, Vancouver, BC
Displayed: Year End Gallery, 2015



I marked my hours by shadow,
mayest thou mark theirs by sunlight.

“
”

- John Morton
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The site of the park lies within a triangular piece of land at the edge of English Bay.  New road, bike and 
walking paths are proposed for this site to enable people to easily access the park and beach. 
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Visitors move freely through the park, feeling small as they stare up at the tall columns of light. 
Similar to gaps in the forest canopy, where light shines through allowing life to grow on the 
forest floor, gaps are created in the park for people to gather and grow community.

Dance within the trees

1:100 B-B’

LIFE GAP
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Looking outward, the cafe is a space
for anyone in NEED. It is a place of 
GIVING. Here, one can ELEVATE 
and gain a new PERSPECTIVE.

It is the core where the art of  MAKING 
chocolate brings these  women together. 
CREATIVTY and  EXPRESSION 
become a way to heal and transform.

It is a place of REFUGE. Hidden within
the fabric of the city women can �nd
a place to REFLECT. It is an ESCAPE
that provdes warmth and COMFORT.
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Chocolaterie: A Refuge for Women
During my volunteer experience at the Vancouver Downtown Eastside 
Women’s Centre, I learned about the need for a refuge where women 
facing adversity could find both meaningful work and emotional healing. 

Similar to the process of turning raw cocoa beans into rich chocolate, 
women go through a transformation process of healing.

UBC Studio Project: Places that Work, 2015 
Location: Kingsway and Fraser Street, Vancouver, BC
Awarded: 2015 Best of Show
Displayed: School of Architecture & Landscape Architecture GALA, 2015



Refuge Chocolate Lab Cafe
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At the core of it all, 
chocolate is made.
The refuge lies at the back, while the chocolate lab and 
cafe sit in the forefront, connected by a small path.



Wood columns lie closely together within 
the refuge, creating a private and inward 
looking space.  As one moves closer to 
the cafe, columns spread apart and the 
roof opens up, bringing more light into the 
building.  This is a more outward looking 
space, where the chocolate making 
and packaging happens. It is a place to 
elevate women to achieve their dreams.

CHOCOLATERIE:
SPACE MAKING PROCESS

ANALYSIS:
CHOCOLATE SHOP HOP

XOXO LATCHOCOLATE ARTS

MINK

EAST VAN ROASTERS THIERRY 

Chocolate lab

Cafe

Site line

CHOCOLATERIE

The close relationship between
the cafe and chocolate lab, enables 
people to watch and walk through 
the process of making chocolate

Pillars are closer together
in the refuge, creating more 
intimate spaces for re�ection.
The smallest space hangs
o� of the side, with a sky 
light above.

Inward looking

Outward looking

Pillars become wider in
the cafe, creating larger
and brighter spaces. The 
living spaces elevates
above.
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Pulling away the Layers
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Women can enter privately through the back into the refuge space, where they can 
find the support they need. Over time, they can transition into the Chocolate Lab 
and Cafe, where they can learn new skills and become more visible.

Becoming Visible
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CREATING CONNECTIONS

Connections are made with 
Robson Park and to both the
neighbourhood behind and the 
commercial space in front.

CREATING CONNECTIONS

Connections are made with 
Robson Park and to both the
neighbourhood behind and the 
commercial space in front.

At the back of the building, an old parking 
lot is converted into a garden with 
connections to the neighbourhood, while 
the front of the building connects to the 
street and other commercial spaces.

Creating Connections
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“ I need a place of , a . ”
       

- Molly, DTES Vancouver

refuge home
Hidden within the fabric of the city, 
Chocolaterie acts as a perfect escape 
for women facing adversity to find 
healing and support.

A Healing Home
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This three phase project consists of a form experiment with trusses, seat-
ing experiment and the final project, which incorporates elements from 
each study.  The final project is the design of a teahouse on a small and 
premade structure, which seeks to put warmth and light in a city that is

Keep the fires Burning
grey and rainy for most of the year.  The flame is the focal point of this 
teahouse, with the chimney, floor plates, stairs and walls all revolving 
around the fire. 

UBC Studio Project: Teahouse built on a small premade structure, 2015 
Location: Downtown Vancouver alley
Phase 1 & 2: Individual project Phase 3: Together with K. Anderson and J. Lam
My role: 3D model, elevations, sections, diagrams and sketches
Displayed: Year End Gallery, 2015
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Phase 1: Dissipating Smoke
Trusses come together at different angles, creating a 
cantilever that is organic in its form and mimics the 
rising and dissipation of smoke. People are elevated 
into spaces that hold them above, offering vast views 
of their surroundings.
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By stacking the trusses and filling them with cement, they create 
triangular like forms that can come together in many different ways to 
form seating. When stacking and offsetting the trusses they create stair 
like ridges that lock the pieces together.  This modular seating is used on 
the roof top of the teahouse.

Phase 2: Trussty Seating

To create trussty seating 
prototypes, I laser cut wood 
trusses and then filled the 
voids with cement to create 
seating at a 1:25 scale.
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- Horace Traubel

If the world is cold,
make it your business to build fires.

“
”

Phase 3: Teahouse
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Inspired by the experiments in phase 
one and two, the creation of the 
teahouse came about. As one ascends 
through the space, they experience 
a change of sensation from warm 
to cool. The warm inner core and 
movement of smoke defines the 
formal shift of the building facade.
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Heat Exchange Transition through the floors
The gradient of the facade moves from opaque at the base to translucent near the top, where 
the panels spread further apart. This design is inspired by dissipating smoke, as smoke becomes 
more translucent as it rises.

Heat from the fire is transfered through the building within copper pipes that wrap around 
the chimney and flow into the floor plates. These pipes hold the hot water that is used for tea. 
Visitors can easily fill their cups and take a warm seat by the fire.
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Professional work project: Public art installation, 2017 to present 
Location: Fauntleroy Way, West Seattle
Together with: Jill Anholt Studio, City of Seattle and Arts Club
My role: Project Designer

Draw:Bridge
A drawbridge was the only connection between West Seattle and the 
rest of the city for over 100 years. This tenuous connection shaped the 
distinctive character of this neighborhood. Referencing archived photos, 
historical articles and stories from the people of West Seattle, 

this integrated artwork strives to reflect the unique identity of West 
Seattle by creating an experiential yet ephemeral gateway for those 
entering into the community.  

To create an installation that will connect to the people of West Seattle, I designed postcards for residents 
to share their stories. Janice, a resident of the West End for 86 years, told the story of the drawbridge and 
the dubious connection it created, inspiring the design of draw:bridge.
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”
It us and us from 
the rest of Seattle.

”

connected separated

- Janice, resident of W. Seattle

These drawings show the tall art 
pieces that stand at the entrance 
of West Seattle. The angles and 
placement of these spindly pieces 
appear to be random; however 
they come together to form a 
bridge when people view them 
from the right location.

Forming a Bridge
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The Bridge The Bridge ?
Inspired by how a drawbridge is sometimes up and sometimes down for people to cross, the 
formation of these pieces into a bridge is sometimes there and sometimes not, depending on your 
viewpoint.

When visitors enter into West Seattle, they are welcomed by a tall art installation that 
resembles the historical drawbridge that once connected the city to this neighbourhood.
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Professional work project: Downtown Revitalization, 2015 to present 
Location: Campbell River, BC
Together with: City of Campbell River and Dialog urban design team 
My role: Project Coordinator, responsible for community facilitation, 
concept development and 3D modeling.

Ideas from Youth
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Revitalize the River
The City of Campbell River is a former industrial town on the coast of 
Vancouver Island. The city is wanting to shed its old image and transform 
an aged downtown into a more vibrant city centre. City council chose the
theatre and library square to be a top priority for redesign, as it is the main

cultural hub within the city. Working in collaboration with urban 
designers from Dialog, we were able to create a vision to help bring 
new life to the city.

Large intervention
Medium intervention

Small intervention

Mapping ideas to help 
revitalize the downtown.
Brainstorming session
held with the city’s Youth 
Action Committee.



Concept Plan | URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Any consideration for an enhance Tidemark / Library plaza needs to be nested 
in consideration of its context and location.  

As new development proceeds at Tyee Plaza, Spirit Square and Shopper’s 
Row will continue to be framed by buildings along the edge. Early drawings 
of the first phase of new development at Tyee Plaza indicate a positive step 
towards defining the public realm through built form. However, it will be critical 
that the remainder of the precinct be framed to a comparable degree. Rather 
than locating a surface parking along this important edge, DIALOG strongly 
encourages the City and the developer to consider an approach that would 
see a second building along the northern edge of the public realm. This second 
building will “complete” the square and allow the Arts and Culture Precinct to be 
read as a whole and unified place. The legibility of the precinct will be greatly 
enhanced by this fundamental urban design move. Any selected location or 
chosen character of signage for the Tidemark Theatre will be stronger within 
this context.

Additionally, a second crosswalk is proposed connecting Spirit Square with 
the entrance to the Tidemark.  This crosswalk provides a direct link between 
two of Campbell River’s most significant public spaces.  The second crosswalk 
may eventually not be required if a long-term strategy of converting the street 
to a “shared street” is realized.  Ultimately, a “shared street” configuration is 
preferred but may be implemented after the improvements to the plaza and 
facade.

SPIRIT SQUARE

New Crosswalk

LIBRARY / 
TIDEMARK

 PLAZA

Future Extent of 
“Shared Street”

(Potential)

Future Extent of 
“Shared Street”

(Potential)

Suggested
 Building 
Frontages

After brainstorming with the design team, we 
came up with potential interventions and mapped 
out areas where people gather.  We also mapped 
paths that will connect gathering points and an 
area of street that could potentially be closed off 
to cars during the summer months for events.

Sites for Design Interventions

Group brainstorm session with the City of Campbell River and Dialog. 
Visual completed by: Dialog.

When offered the opportunity to 
design a seating concept for the 
downtown, the idea of Eddies of 
the River came about. Inspired by 
eddies, a circular movement of 
water counter to the main current, 
this design seeks to bring people 
together and create a calm place 
where people can take a break 
from the busy flow of their lives.

Intervention idea: 
Eddies of the River
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Concept Plan | TIDEMARK THEATRE / LIBRARY Plaza

The concept plan illustrated above provides a vision for a future Tidemark / Library Civic Plaza.  The concept merges 
ideas related to signage improvements, programming opportunities for the plaza, retention of existing structures 
and uses (with changes to the facade), lighting strategies, street modifications, and public art opportunities.  The 
resulting concept may be implemented incrementally though it is the combined impact of the many elements that 
will eventually lead towards a more comfortable and animated space.

In general, DIALOG considers these urban design interventions to be indicative of an approach that will  not only 
enhance the quality of the public realm at this location, but begin to redefine and significantly enhance an “Arts 
and Culture Precinct” in Campbell River’s Downtown.  The investment in this plaza is seen as a contribution worth 
“more than the sum of its parts” as it, along with ongoing storefront facade improvements, existing beautification 
efforts, and the continued programming of the event space in Spirit Square fosters an atmosphere of community 
engagement and social vibrancy downtown.
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Grand entryway

Facade improvement

Cafe and beer garden

Pop-up cafe

Green roof

Outdoor carving space

Open area with seating

Design Proposal for the
Tidemark and Library Square

Worked with the Dialog urban design 
team, lead by Kevin King. 
3D Site model completed by: Amy vdH
Render over model: Dialog 52 53



Design for

Something that lies close to my heart is 
designing campaigns, services and experi-
ences that promote social change and 
build community. 

CHANGE.
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i have a name campaign
During my volunteer experience at the Vancouver Downtown Eastside (DTES) Women’s 
Centre, I learned about the stigma and challenges that women living in poverty face every 
day. I wanted to create a campaign that would share their names, stories and dreams, 
with a goal to change the way people view women who live in the Downtown Eastside.

See me as a 
survivor, not 
a victim.

”
”

- Molly, DTES Vancouver
Personal project: 2013-2016 
Location: Vancouver, BC

At the heart of the campaign is sharing stories and making 
bracelets with women at the DTES Women’s Centre. Once each 
woman has designed and made a bracelet, she signs her name on 
the tag. People can then learn about the stories and dreams from 
the makers of their bracelets on the campaign website. 

Storytelling and Bracelet Making
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On the campaign website, it shares 
how the campaign works and profiles 
for every woman that designed a 
bracelet. This is where people can 
easily learn about the maker of their 
bracelet.

Story, Design, Share

i have a name
Changing the way people view 

women in the Downtown Eastside 
one bracelet at a time.

LEARN MORE!

About Women Support Blog Support

The Stories

How it works:

Women share their 
personal stories and 
the biggest struggles 
they have faced. Most 
importantly, they share 
their dreams for the 
future.

Story

After sharing their 
individual story, they 
design and create a 
bracelet together with 
a community of 
women. Each bracelet 
is signed with love by 
the maker.

Design

Bracelets are then 
shared to help change 
the way people view 
women of the East-
side. One can then 
read the story of their 
bracelet maker and 
many more here.

Share

Contact Social
ihaveaname@
gmail.com

Vancouver, BC

twitter

facebook

instagram

LEARN MORE!

The Stories

i have a name
campaign

i have a name

“I am very happy with 
how my children were 
brought up. Grateful for 
my parents raising my 
children, because I am a 
survivor living in the 
Eastside of  Vancouver.”

i have a dream

“To find my daughter. 
She is still missing.”

i have a name

“I fight for women’s 
housing and rally for my 
rights. I have lived in the 
Eastside for most of my 
life. I have seen things 
that I will never forget, 
but I am surviving”

i have a dream

“Every woman and 
child to have affordable 
housing.”

i have a name

“After my mom died, 
my grandmother 
brought me up. She was 
very loving and was like 
a mother to me. I see a 
lot of herself in me.”

i have a dream

“To help homeless 
people.  I’m not rich 
myself, but I still give 
things to others.”

Designer of  Hope bracelet

Karen
Designer of Fab bracelet

Antonia

Our Stories
i have a name campaign

About Women Support Blog Support

Designer of Freedom bracelet

Molly

About Women Support Blog Support i have a name
campaign
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W

Skipper Otto’s
In this innovative business course, we used an “ask, try, do” approach to 
find opportunities to improve this community supported fishery. Through 
an in-depth analysis, we decided to focus on improving the online 
membership and ordering service.

It’s about connecting 
local fishermen to  
consumers.

- Sonia Strobel, Managing Director

”
”

UBC Course: Design Strategies for Business Innovations, 2014
Location: Vancouver, BC
Together with: T. Burgoyne, S. Chian, S.Hogan, B. Wong and S. Zanfolin Jr
My role: Community consultation, concept sketches and graphic design 

We produced three ideas that 
could help the business succeed and 
achieve sustainable growth. These 
ideas and the process to come up 
with them are outlined in a detailed 
design brief.

Design Brief: Ask, Try, Do
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This is a summary of an in-depth 
analysis of the steps that each person 
goes through to become a member 
and order fish online. We found two 
areas that could be improved with the 
implementation of a newly designed 
app and online ordering system.

Membership Experience: 
Finding opportunities for improvement Through the design of a more 

aesthetically pleasing, intuitive 
and efficient online platform, 
members are more easily able 
register and order fish online.

New Online Platform

COMMUNITY
SUPPORTED
FISHERY
“It’s about connecting local 
fishermen to the community.”

01 /

02 /

03 /

CHOOSE YOUR FISH

DELIVERY DATE

PICK-UP LOCATION

I t ’s fresh, easy and 
I ’m supporting my 
community at the 
same time.

“

”- Jane, Co-op member
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BECOMING 
AWARE

DESIRE TO 
PURCHASE

BECOMING 
A MEMBER

PLACING 
ORDER

PICKING UP 
SEAFOOD

MAINTAINING 
ACCOUNT

ORDER 
FOLLOW-UP

No online system
to update available 
products and prices

No online system
to update available 
products and prices



This illness does 
not define me, 
it only makes me 
stronger. ”

”
- Angela, Chronic Beauty

Chronic Beauties Collective
Chronic illness within young people has increased drastically over the past 10 years.  
At the age of 19, I was diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis and later ulcerative colitis. 
Living through the challenges of these illnesses, inspired me to create a community that 
could bring people with chronic illnesses together to share their stories.

Personal project: 2018 to present 
Location: Vancouver Island, BC

Arthritis doesn’t define me, it makes me stronger.

Adventurer. Writer.

MOTHER.MOTHER.

Beauties

HEALING
TOGETHER
JOIN OUR SUPPORT GROUP

Beauties

Colitis doesn’t define me, it makes me stronger.

Designer. Runner.

ADVENTURER.ADVENTURER.

Beauties
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As the lead coordinator, I designed 
communication materials to help 
promote the collective and the message 
of strength, beauty and hope. At the 
core of the collective is storytelling. As 
people share their stories, I illustrate their 
messages and share them to help others 
know that they are not alone.

Healing through Design

When I was first diagnosed with a chronic illness I was 
blindfolded by fear, crippled by the thought of my future. What 
I didn’t realize is that when you live in the fear, you block out 
all of the light.
#Amy’s story #chronic illness #fear #hope
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Story
the
through

Whether it be a picture or a 
film, the lens provides a new 
perspective of the world 
through someone else’s eyes. 

LENS.
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A snapshot into the design and build of the Community Cocoon prototype,  
a portable sleeping shelter for homeless people. 

UBC Materials Course, 2013

Short Film: The Community Cocoon
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A movie documenting the journey of five families competing to save energy over a 30 
day period, with a goal to educate and inspire others to conserve energy across BC. 

Professional work project: Energy Challenge, 2013
Together with: City of Campbell River and Green Coast Media
Awarded: BC Leadership and Innovation in Climate Action

Documentary: Power Down Campbell River
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After the last presentation of our degree, I sat down with my classmates to talk about their 
experiences. This film is a glimpse into the lives of the Environmental Design class of 2015. 

Personal project: 2015
Played: Graduation Gallery, 2015

Short Film: Faces of ENDS
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A Story Told
Sharing stories and creating a memorable human 
experience are what I strive to achieve through 
my designs. Through sharing some of my projects,  
I hope that my voice came alive and showed how 
design can be used to create an experience and 
advocate for  positive change in the world.
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